Cancer Research Month 2017

May is nationally recognized as cancer research month. To raise awareness about the progress made in this field, Berkeley Lab’s Biosciences Area disseminated its latest achievements in cancer research.

What a #genome-wide screening can reveal about #cancer survival #CancerResearchMonth #LBNLBioSciFlashback #BioBSE ow.ly/MJC230bBSQ6 pic.twitter.com/Pb3Is0b06a

LBNL BIOSCI @LBNLBIOSCI - A YEAR AGO
Finding our way around DNA #CancerResearchMonth #LBNLBioSciFlashback #BioEGSB

Key role 4 unfolded protein regions in #DNA break repair defined #CancerResearchMonth
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Researchers probe for #cancer clues in a sample of blood #CancerResearchMonth #BioBSE #LBNLBioSciFlashback
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